
2017 TASMANIAN MOTORCYCLE CLUB
 

CHAMPIONSHIPS – ROUND 2 
 

TIMING BULLETIN 

Timing transponder collection and deposits 
 
Transponders should be available for collection from the middle level of the control tower, from 
7:30am Sunday.  A $50 refundable security deposit is required, which can be left in cash or by 
recording credit card details.  Competitors have the option to keep the credit card deposit in place for 
the entire series/year.  No charge is made to the card if the transponder is returned immediately after 
each event. 
 
Timing transponder mounting and second bikes 
 
It is the competitor’s responsibility to ensure that timing transponders are properly mounted for all 
sessions (including practices).  Competitors found not to have transponders properly mounted, may be 
black-flagged from the session or have times excluded after the end of the session.  
 
Competitors with two machines have the option of renting an additional timing transponder for a $15 
rental cost plus usual security deposit.  Alternatively, additional mounting brackets can be used to 
enable the transponder to be easily moved between bikes.  If you choose to simply swap the 
transponder between bikes, and forget to do this, you WILL be black-flagged.  
 
Transponder mounting brackets 
 
Mounting brackets WILL NOT be provided for rental with transponders.  Competitors who do not have 
their own already can buy them when collecting transponders for $10 each (GST incl).  They can then 
retain the bracket on their bike for future events. 
 
LIVE Internet based timing 
 
You can use your internet enabled laptop, tablet, or smartphone to view live timing and results.  
Follow the links from www.computime.com.au.  In garage 6, it is likely that the internet live timing will 
be shown on a large TV monitor for those without an internet enabled device. 
 
Services unavailable 
 
NO intermediate sector timing will be available this weekend.  Full lap timing only. 
 
This venue does not have a TV distribution system.  Therefore, Computime’s TV Race Display will not 
be available.   
 
Computime’s local wireless network enabling live timing to be accessed from laptop computers 
WITHOUT internet connections, WILL NOT be set-up this weekend.  If you have an internet connection, 
refer “LIVE Internet based timing” above. 

 Scott Laing ☺      Contacts: 
Computime Race Timing Systems    scott@computime.com.au 
Chief Timekeeper      Mobile – 0418 171 317 


